things of the world outside the Arctic and the beginning of acculturation among Eskimos of the Beaufort Sea coast. The book presents a year, the first one, in Dr. Jenness's work among Eskimos. The year was 1913-14; the occasion, the Stefansson Arctic (or Stefansson-Anderson) Expedition.

Because of separation from their ship, several members of the expedition, including the author, had a lean and difficult winter. But probably Dr. Jenness learned more and gives us more of the daily life of his Eskimo hosts as a result of his great dependence on them. Dreary, small, and monotonous as it is, still the winter story of hunger and confinement is the real contribution of the book, since it gives the "feel" of the trappers' life without glamour or drama. This is realism without even a capital "R".

The summer story (1914) has another value: an account of the author's archaeological work, especially on Barter Island. This has biographical interest for his numerous friends, for young archaeologists learning the history of their field, and for inhabitants of the area. Those today manning the northern bases and radar sites probably find it hard to imagine the life of the area or the appearance of old sites before they came along.

The book contains little ethnography in detailed descriptions of techniques and beliefs. It does have, however, a good picture of the patterns of mobility forty years ago, both coastwise and between inland and coast. If one wanted a base from which to start an acculturation account of the area, this book would provide several good building blocks.

Life did not change so completely or so fast, though, as the author suggests. His assumption and misinformation regarding changes, evidently given him by others after he ceased work in Alaska, have led to the principal errors of the book. The reviewer had the interesting experience of visiting the book's area while reading it. On the basis of visits to Wainwright, Barrow and Barter Island, September 1957, we can reassure everyone that the people of Point Hope, Wainwright, and Barrow have continued whaling right to 1957, contrary to the statement (page 127) that "whaling remains a mere memory." On information from Fr. Thomas Cunningham, S.J., who has lived in recent years on Diomede Island and has been on the Soviet side of Bering Strait since 1926, it can be said also that visiting and trade between Siberia and Alaska did not cease in that year, as stated (page 157). Trade between Eskimos on the two sides of the Strait continued until 1948.

These are of course only two errors in a book that otherwise seems accurate. Certainly its calm style is reassuring. It consistently eschews the dramas and self-praise of so many northern journals. Although this is not a very exciting story, we are glad that Dr. Jenness after so many years has told it and especially glad that the winter described here did not discourage him from continuing in what turned out to be an important career in arctic archaeology.

MARGARET LANTIS

BIRTHPLACE OF THE WINDS.

By Ted Bank II. New York: Thomas Y. Crowell 1957. 274 pages; illus., plates, maps, diagrams. $4.50.

As the dust cover informs us, this book is "an informal account of scientific exploration among the islands of the Bering Sea". As the book itself presents it, Mr. Bank's "scientific exploration" is a continuous series of excitement and disappointment, thrill, romance, mystery, and heroism, recounted in the old stereotyped patterns of the travelogue to remote places produced pour épater le bourgeois. The "scientific" in Mr. Bank's "exploration" appears to consist in rummaging ghostly burial places cursed by the ancient beliefs of the Aleuts, scaling dangerous volcanos, and plucking an assortment of odd plants along with oddments of esoteric information of all descriptions. These activities are illustrated with sketches of mummies, photos of skulls, plants, rugged scenery, and people, drawings of queer, unexplainable bone, stone, and wooden objects. Human interest is added by the succession of hairbreadth escapes and daring adventures with nature, by the perennial assistant exploding 'Godamighty' at every new
discovery, and by the poor, downtrodden, clever, dirty Aleuts mumbling in the same broken English that is attributed by explorers of remote islands alike to Polynesians, Melanesians, Japanese, and native nesians of all races. The photographs are good, though hardly worth the price of the book.

The work seems to have been produced primarily to sell to the numerous personnel who are or have been stationed in the Aleutian Islands during and since the last war. And except to these people the exotic surroundings of the Aleutians do not succeed in giving to the author's doings and gossipings a real scientific import or purport. In the end one is still left wondering where the winds are born.

Gordon H. Marsh